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Abstract
In FDD amplify-and-forward distributed relay network, codebook techniques are uti-
lized to feedback quantized CSI with limited cost. First, this t esis focuses on the phase-
only codebook and with-power-control codebook design methods under individual relay
power constraints. Phase-only codebooks can be generated off-line with the Grassmannian
beamforming criterion. Due to non-uniform distribution ofthe optimal beamforming vec-
tor in the vector space, The Lloyd’s algorithm is proposed for with-power-control codebook
designs. To reduce search complexity, a suboptimal method for the codebook update stage
in the Lloyd’s algorithm is proposed. Its performance is compared to the performance of
the global search method which provides the optimal solution but incurs high computation
complexity. Second, this thesis investigates the performance difference between phase-
only and with-power-control codebooks. It is found that thepower control gain is tightly
related to the relay locations. When the relays are close to the source node, the gain from
power control is negligible and using phase-only codebooksbecomes a viable choice for
feedback due to its simple implantation and off-line computation. Finally, the problem of
codebook design extends to the total relay power constraintc se, and the Lloyd’s algorithm
with primary eigenvector method is proposed to design a suboptimal codebook.
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Starting from the pre-industrial era, wireless communication methods, including smoke
signals, torch signalling, and semaphore flags have provided th advantage of easy imple-
mentation, efficiency and low cost. In 1895, Marconi introduced the first modern wireless
communication system to the world – the radio system. In the following century, wireless
communications were mostly used for broadcasting or military usage. In 1983, the first
analog cellular system was deployed in Chicago. From that time on, every civilian started
to take advantage of wireless communications whether in urban or rural areas. Wireless
communication market grew exponentially in the later few decades.
As well as the advantage of convenience, wireless communications has disadvantages
compared to wired communication. For example, wireless networks can never compete
with the transmission capacity efficiency of wired networks. Fading effects which come
from multipath and varying channels can significantly reduce transmission distance and
capacity. Broadcasted wireless signals bring security issue .
The wireless communication theories and techniques have been rapidly developed in
the past few decades. Early radio systems included the first generation cellular system were
based on analog signals. Most current wireless communication systems are based on digi-
tal signals, which consisted of binary bits, where the bits are obtained directly from a data
1
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signal or by digitizing an analog signal. Compared to analogsystems, digital systems have
many advantages. Digitalized voice signal can keep qualityfter the forwarded transmis-
sion over multiple hops; digital systems can provide data servic at the same time as voice
service; digital systems can utilize encryption techniques to solve security problems. In a
digital communication system, the transmission capacity limit dictates the maximum data
rate that can be transmitted over channels with acceptable error probability. The channel
capacity theory was firstly developed by Claude Shannon in the 1940s. Shannon invented a
mathematical theory of communication based on the notion ofmutual information between
the two terminals of a communication channel, and the resultis sually called Shannon ca-
pacity. Shannon’s revolutionary theory gives an upper bound to the theoretical transmission
capacity. With the development of advanced modulation and coding techniques, we now
can achieve data rates very close to the Shannon capacity, with a very low probability of
error.
In digital wireless communication systems, the most important challenge is reducing
the negative effect of shadowing/fading and increasing theend-to-end communication ca-
pacity. Shadowing effects are caused by the obstacles on thetransmission path between
the source node and the destination node. The obstacles attenu tes the signal power by ab-
sorption, refection, scattering, and diffraction. Consequently, the received signal power and
SNR are reduced. This effect is normally characterized to the log-normal shadowing model.
Fading effects come from multipath and the varying channel state. With statistical channel
model, the multipath channel is modeled by a random time-varying impulse response. If
the delay spreadTm of a channel is much lower than the transmitted signal bandwidthB,
the communication experiences narrowband fading. In the digital wireless communication
theory, the channel state is modeled as a complex random variable. Consequently, the com-
bined signal at receiver is also a complex variable. A narrowband fading happens when the
signals from different pathes arrive the receiver counterac ively and cancel out among each
other. If the delay spreadTm of a channel is comparable with the signal interval, the du-
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ration of the combined symbol at the destination node may be significantly increased, then
the consecutive signals are received in a overlapped manner, a d cannot be resolved. This
effect is called inter-symbol-interference (ISI) and leads to the wideband fading. When the
nodes move in a high velocity, the combined channel state changes in a fast manner. It is
called fast fading, and the channel state has very small autocorrelation in the time domain.
On the other hand, it is slow fading if the channel state has high autocorrelation in the time
domain. In a slow fading scenario, the time correlated channel state information (CSI) can
be measured by sending a known symbol between the transmitter-rec iver antenna pair. By
knowing CSI, transmitter diversity and receiver diversitytechniques are applied to improve
the SNR of the received signal. Consequently, the capacity and the transmission distance
performance are improved.
In a wireless communication system, multiple antenna beamfor ing and relaying tech-
niques can significantly improve the system performance with a higher received SNR and
consequently a higher bit rate over a bandwidth limited channel. In addition, in a distributed
beamforming technique, multiple relays cooperatively forward their received signal to the
destination node to achieve the optimal received SNR. In thefollowing sections, we servery
existing literature on relay systems, distributed relay systems, CSI exchange and codebook
design techniques. Finally, the servery leads to the motivation of our research on codebook
design in distributed relay systems.
1.1 Literature Survey
1.1.1 Relay Network
In addition to point-to-point communication systems, relays between the source node and
the destination node can significantly improve the performance of the wireless system,
i.e. the transmission distance is extended, the received signal SNR and transmission bit
rate are improved, and the outage probability is reduced. There are three typical types of
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relaying strategies: amplify-and-forward (AF), decode-and-forward (DF) and compress-
and-forward (CF). In a AF relay, the received signals at the relay are amplified by a weight
and then be forwarded to the destination node. In a DF relay, the received signals are
decoded, then the regenerated new signal is sent to the destination node. In a CF relay, the
received signals are first decoded, regenerated, and be compressed, then the compressed
data are forwarded to the destination node. The AF relaying technique has the widest
usage because of its simplicity.
1.1.2 Distributed Relay Network and Beamforming Techniques
In a structured or an ad-hoc wireless communication network, multiple relays may exist
between the source node and the destination node. These relays can work cooperatively to
beamform signals from the source node to the destination node to maximize the transmis-
sion performance.
Considering a distributed AF-relaying FDD network, where th channel reciprocity is
unavailable, the beamforming process is as follows: first the CSI of the channels between
each source-relay and relay-destination node pair is measur d at the training stage of each
channel coherent duration. We assume the perfect CSI is known at the destination node.
Second, the destination node feedback CSI to each relay nodeaccording to a certain tech-
nique. Third, each relay node adjusts forwarding signal with the optimal power control
factor and the optimal phase factor under a certain constrait. Finally, forwarded signals
from all the relays are coherently combined at the destinatio node. The objective of beam-
forming is to maximum the communication performance at the destination node.
Beamforming techniques are well researched in MIMO point-to-point systems. [27]
researches power allocation methods in a two-hop relay OFDMsystem. An optimal OFDM
subcarrier power allocation method is proposed to calculate the optimal power allocation
vector. Then a codebook designed by Lloyd’s algorithm (LA) is utilized to feedback the
quantized beamforming vector from the destination node to all the relay nodes. [22] is
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about CSI feedback methods in a MIMO-OFDM system. LA is proposed to design the
codebook, and Lagrange multiplier method is used to define the distortion function in the
LA method.
Beamforming techniques are also researched in distributedrelay systems. In [15], the
author provides a closed-form solution to acquire the optimal beamforming vector under
total relay power constraint. Then according to the beamforing vector, each relay applies
a certain power allocation factor and a phase factor to forward received signals. Conse-
quently, the maximum received SNR at the destination node isachieved. In this paper,
perfect CSI is assumed to be known at all relays. In [27], distribu ed relay beamforming
under individual relay power constraints is researched. Computational methods are pro-
posed to calculate the optimal solution, and infinite feedback is also assumed in this paper.
In [17], in a two-way relaying OFDM system, the proposed optimal power alloca-
tion two-step strategy is the water-filling allocation among the sub-carriers, and the SNR-
balancing allocation between the first and the second hops. In [17], the sum rate maximiza-
tion method under total relay power constraint is proposed for a two-way relay network.
These two papers assume that perfect CSI is known at all relays, and CSI feedback methods
are not discussed.
1.1.3 Diversity Techniques
In wireless communication systems, log-normal shadowing and Rayleigh fading cause sig-
nal power penalty to achieve a required performance. The inspiration of diversity tech-
niques is to send the same data over independent fading paths. The signals from the inde-
pendent paths are combined to provide two types of performance gain: array gain, which
means the signal power and SNR are increased, and diversity gain, which reduces the pos-
sibility of shadowing and fading effects. By way of implementing independent paths, the
diversity techniques are classified as space, frequency, time polarization and multiple user
diversity. In a distributed relay system, distributed relay beamforming is a utilization of
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space diversity.
Diversity Methods
Space diversity uses multiple antennas or several antennasfrom multiple relays to imple-
ment multiple paths from the source node to the destination node. If those antennas are
located at the source node, it is called transmitter diversity. If those antennas are located
at the destination node, it is called receiver diversity. Multiple antennas may exist at both
side to combine transmitter diversity and receiver diversity. The distributed relay beam-
forming is a special case of transmitter diversity, where the difference is that distributed
relay beamforming needs to consider the noise from the first hop transmission. In the case
of receiver diversity, the destination node knows channel state information(CSI), and the
optimal combination of the resolvable multiple signals is straightforward to be acquired.
In the case of transmitter diversity, the source node can acquire CSI through the feedback
from the destination node. Besides the CSI feedback based methods, Alamouti scheme can
also achieve transmitter diversity with a time-space diversity technique. However, Without
paying the cost of CSI feedback, Alamouti scheme can only achieve a lower diversity gain,
and does not provide any array gain.
Time diversity is to transmit the same signal in multiple time slots. The channel state
are independent in different time slot if these time slots are f away enough from each
other. Thus, the combined signal can reduce the outage probability to provide diversity
gain and increase the signal SNR to provide array gain.
Frequency diversity is to transmit the same signal at different frequency carriers. When
the carriers are far away from each other with considering the coherence bandwidth of the
channel, the CSI of these carriers are independent from each. Consequently, diversity gain
and array gain can be achieved.
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Combination Methods in Diversity Techniques
In receiver diversity techniques, the destination node have multiple resolvable signals from
different paths. To combine these signals, many methods exist, including selection com-
bining, threshold combining, maximal ratio combining [8].
In the selection combining method, the destination node selcts only one antenna with
the best SNR at a time and discards the signals from the other ant nnas. The implementa-
tion of selection combining is simplest and it can significantly reduce the outage probabil-
ity. However, its drawback is that it cannot achieve the optimal array gain.
The threshold combining method is to set a threshold to make decision on signals from
different antenna. If the channel state of some antennas arelower than the predefined
threshold, the signals from these antennas are discarded. Then, the signals from other
antennas are co-phased and summated equally. The implementation of threshold combining
is more complex than selection combining, however brings a better gain.
In the maximal ratio combining (MRC) method, the signals from different antennas are
first co-phased. Then the combining outcome is the weighted summation of all the signals.
The optimal weight for each path is proportional to the signal SNR of that path. This MRC
method achieves the maximum SNR through the channel.
In transmitter diversity methods, if the source node knows CSI, each transmitted signal
needs to be pre-weighted so that those signal can be co-phased and optimal combined at
the destination node. The optimal weight for each transmitter antenna has two factors: the
phase factor for co-phasing, and the power control factor which can be acquired with CSI
and the transmit power constraint.
1.1.4 CSI Feedback Strategy
To utilize transmitter multiple-antenna beamforming or multiple-relay beamforming, CSI
is required at the transmitter node or the relay nodes. The issue is about how to share CSI
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among nodes with a finite feedback cost in the network. The codb ok feedback scheme is
the usual CSI feedback method in current digital communication systems. [14] presents the
general procedural of utilizing Grassmannian codebooks orRandom Vector Quantization
(RVQ) codebooks in a MIMO point-to-point system. Each channel coherent duration is
divided into three phases: training, feedback and data transmission. The paper tries to
find the optimal power allocation among these three stages toprovide the optimal capacity
performance. The paper also tries to use a upper bound and a lower b und to analyze the
performance degradation comes from the codebook quantization loss.
Beside codebook feedback scheme, there are many other CSI feedback strategies in
existing literature.
[13] proposes an event driven feedback strategy in a wireless n twork with coherent
channels. With Markov Chain model, a dynamic programming method is used to analyze
the average lifetime capacity. If the performance gain of a feedback is less than the cost
of the feedback, the feedback is avoided to achieve the best total capacity on the two-way
channel. A LA codebook design method is used in the simulation.
[18] proposes a one-bit feedback strategy in a MIMO unvarying channel network. Each
time, the source node utilizes a different beamforming vector on its multiple antennas to
transmit signal. If the destination node received a better SNR performance compared to
the previous try, the destination node feedbacks1, and the transmitter keeps current vector
as best vector. Otherwise the destination node feedbacks0, then the source node discards
the current vector and keeps the previous vector as the best.Each time the source node
randomly find another beamforming vector, with a designed ran om distribution around
the best vector, for the next try. The source and destinationnodes iteratively try to find a
better beamforming vector, until the stopping criteria aremet.
[26] compares the performance between the codebook feedback scheme and the relay
selection scheme in cooperative AF relaying networks undertotal relay power constraint.
LA codebooks, Grassmannian codebooks and RVQ codebooks arean lyzed in this paper.
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One result in the paper is that the relay selection scheme cansimplify the implementation
under certain channel cases. However, the relay selection method is actually a special
codebook which does not need to consider co-phasing.
In [7], an analog CSI feedback method is proposed which is different from traditional
digital CSI feedback techniques.
1.1.5 Codebook Design Methods
By surveying exist literature, network beamforming codebooks are classified into two cat-
egories according to the distribution of original beamforming vector: uniformly distributed
codebooks and non-uniformly distributed codebooks.
In the uniformly distributed codebook scenario, the original optimal beamforming vec-
tor has an uniform distribution in the vector searching space, for example it is uniformly
distributed on the unit-length complex vector sphere. As a consequence, the vectors in
a codebook, which is a quantized version of the optimal vector, should evenly spread in
the vector searching space. In [5], in a quantized maximum ration transmission (QMRT)
system and a quantized equal gain transmission (QEGT) system, th uniformly distributed
codebook design problem is proved to be equal to the Grassmannian line packing (GLP)
problem. Then many numerical techniques and random search methods can be applied to
solve the GLP problem by finding a solution to the Grassmannian beamforming criterion.
In [23], a random vector quantized (RVQ) codebook can be generated fromK indepen-
dent random channel realizations, it is different form Grassmannian codebooks which are
iterated improved.
Uniformly distributed codebooks is often applied to MIMO beamforming systems with
Rayleigh fading channels. Unfortunately, in many complex ntworks, the optimal beam-
forming vector is non-uniformly distributed in the vector searching space. After quantiza-
tion, all the vectors of a optimal codebook are not evenly spread in the vector searching
space. Thus, Grassmannian codebooks and RVQ codebooks cannot be applied. Due to the
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problem complexity, LA is the usual heuristic method to design the codebook. [25] is one
of the earliest paper to use LA as a vector quantizer. To utilize LA, a distortion function and
a training set are required for the quantizer design objectiv . By partition the training set
into multiple regions with respect to an initial codebook, the origin optimization problem
is broken down into multiple subproblems. Each of the subprolems is to find a optimal
vector for each region. The acquired new vector set has higher SNR performance than the
previous one and can be used for next iteration of partition and codebook updating. By
repeating the iteration, the algorithm improves the codebook performance.
[22] utilizes the LA codebook design method in a OFDM/MIMO system. [16] and [2]
uses the LA codebook design method in a OFDM relay network to op imize the power
allocation among all the frequency slots.
In [6]distributed beamforming codebooks are researched ina AF relay network under
individual and total relay power constraint. LA method and simulated annealing method are
proposed to design the codebooks. However, Due to the complexity of the non-uniformly
distributed codebooks, the authors tries to use the quantized phase codebook and the relay
selection scheme to analyze codebook performance.
[2] researches codebook design methods in a MISO system. Theoutage probabil-
ity performance is used to analyze the codebooks. Besides the optimal codebook from
LA, a suboptimal codebook design method is proposed. The suboptimal codebook is
combined by a Grassmannian phase-only sub-codebook and a non-unif rmly distributed
power-control sub-codebook from LA.
1.2 Motivation
Many literature researches the codebook design methods formultiple antenna point to point
communication system include MIMO, SIMO and MISO. The distributed relay beamform-
ing with infinite feedback is also well studied. However, dueto the complexity of non-
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uniformly distributed codebooks, existing literature hasnot thoroughly revealed the detail
of codebook design methods in distributed relay networks. To achieve the beamforming
gain in a distributed relay network, we propose several codeb ok design methods, includ-
ing phase-only codebooks which can provide the advantage ofb ing designed off-line, op-
timal with-power-control codebooks, and suboptimal with-power-control codebooks which
requires less computation load in a implementation. Furthermore, considering the advan-
tage of phase-only codebooks, we try to find the power controlgain with respect to the
relay locations and the codebook size. As a result, the performance contribution of power
control information is tightly related to the relay locations. So that when all the relays are
close to the source node, the power control has less gain and aoff-line generated phase-
only codebook can be utilized. Finally, we also research thecodebook design methods in
a distributed relay system under total relay power constraint and we propose the primary
eigenvector method in LA to reduce the on-line computation load in a implementation.
1.3 Summary of Results
As a continuing research of existing literature, this thesis tries to propose several codebook
design methods in distributed relay networks. First the Grassmannian beamforming cri-
terion and a random search based method are proposed to design a phase-only codebook
under individual relay power constraints. phase-only means all the relays use full power
and only phase information is included in the codebooks. Theadvantage of phase-only
codebooks is the generality so that the codebooks can be designed off-line prior to imple-
mentation. However, the power control factor has certain performance gain and provides
power efficiency for the relay nodes. LA method is applied to generate with-power-control
codebooks due to the non-uniform distribution of the optimal codebook vector. In the
updating codebook step in LA, the optimal Global Search (GS)method with vast computa-
tion load and the suboptimal closed-form matrix decomposition method are proposed. The
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performance difference among these codebook design methods is analyzed. As a result,
the suboptimal with-power-control codebooks has only negligible performance degrada-
tion compared to the optimal codebooks.
In Chapter 3, the gain of relay power control is analyzed whent codebook size and
the relay locations are changed. The analysis shows that thegain of relay power control
is tightly related to the relay locations, i.e. the gain is negligible if the relays are close to
the source node, and the gain is significant if the relays are close to the destination node.
The power control gain is almost not related to the codebook size. As a result, a general
phase-only codebook may be applied to simplify the network implementation when the
performance gain of relay power control is negligible.
Chapter 4 analyzes the distributed relay system under totalrelay power constraint. The
LA with primary eigenvector method is proposed. The performance difference between
the codebooks from LA with the primary eigenvector method anthe optimal codebooks
from LA with GS is negligible. At the same time, the LA with primary eigenvector method
requires much less computation load than the LA with GS method.
1.4 Thesis Organization
In Chapter 2, several codebook design methods under individual relay power constraints are
proposed. Chapter 3 analyzes the performance effect of power control and relay locations.
Chapter 4 discusses codebook design methods under total relay power constraint. Finally,
conclusions are given in Chapter 5.
Chapter 2




A two-hop half-duplex multiple-relay wireless communicaton system is described in Fig-
ure 2.1. The source node S transmits data information to the destination node D through
the assistance ofM relay nodes Rm, for m = 1, 2, ...,M . The transmission is processed
in two steps through two time slots. In the first time slot, Node S transmit datas to all the
relay nodes with the average powerP0 through a flat fading channel. Assuming the average
symbol energy ofs with respect to time is normalized to1, i.e.E[|s|2] = 1, the transmitted
signal at Node S ist =
√
P0s. The channel state between Node S and Node Rm is denoted




wherenm is AWGN at Node Rm with the distributionnm ∼ CN (0, 1). In the second
time slot, all the relay nodes forward their received signals to Node D through a flat fading
13
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Figure 2.1: Multiple wireless relays network
channel. All the relay nodes work under AF mode, each relay node normalizes the received
signal power, and multiplies a normalized version of the received signal with the weight
wm = αme
jθm. Here,αm is the power control factor to determine the transmit power
applied to the forwarded signal at Node Rm, and it can take a value from [0,1].θm is the
phase factor for the purpose of co-phasing forwarded signals among relays, and it can take
a value from[0, 2π). Node Rm has the individual average transmit power constraintPm for






The channel between Node Rm and Node D is denoted bygm for m = 1...M . The




tmgm + n, (2.3)
wheren is AWGN at Node D with the distribution ∼ CN (0, 1).
Define beamforming vectorw = [w1... wM ]
T , channel state vectorh = [f1... fM , g1... gM ]
T .
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wherediag(a) is theM ×M diagonal matrix with diagonal elements from vectora. Then





1 + ||Aw||2 (2.8)
2.1.2 Channel Model
We consider the Rayleigh flat fading channel model for the channel fm andgm for m =
1, 2, ...,M . All of the fm andgm are complex Gaussian variables with independent and
identical distribution (i.i.d.)fm ∼ CN (0, σ2fm) andgm ∼ CN (0, σ2gm).
2.1.3 Distributed Relay Beamforming
The distributed relay system works on the FDD mode, where thechannel reciprocity is not
available. In a slow fading scenario,fm andgm are assumed to be constant during each
channel coherence interval. By sending known symbol from Node S and Node Rm to Node
D during the training stage at the beginning of each channel coherence interval, perfect CSI
can be acquired at Node D. We assume Node D has the perfect knowledge offm andgm.
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Since the feedback resource is limited, Node D needs to feedback a quantized version of
either the CSI vector or the optimal beamforming weight vector to all the relays to perform
distributed beamforming.
One typical feedback method is to feedback the index of the specific beamforming vec-
tor according to the predefined codebook which contains a setof beamforming vectors.
Specifically, the codebook is known at all the relay nodes andat Node D. We denote the
codebook asW = [w1, ...,wK ], which is consisted ofK M-dimension complex beam-
forming vectors. Each time, Node D selects the best beamforming vectorwk that provides
the maximum received SNR according to the CSI, and feedbacksthe indexk ∈ [1, 2, ..., K]
corresponding towk. According to the available feedback bit widthlog2K, the codebook





We use maximizing the average received SNR at Node D as the criterion to design code-




s.t. |wm,k| ∈ [0, 1], for m = 1, 2, ...,M ; k = 1, 2, ..., K
wherewm,k is themth weight inkth beamforming vectorwk.
Note that, there are another two possible criteria can be used to design codebooks: the
optimal codebookW̌∗ to maximize the normalized average channel capacity between Node
S and Node D and the optimal codebook̂W∗(R) to minimize the outage probability with
the given capacity requirementR.
To maximize the normalized average channel capacity, the optimal codebook is defined
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by minimizing average capacity distortion error due to quantiz tion:
W̌∗ = argmin
W












s.t. |wm,k| ∈ [0, 1], for m = 1, 2, ...,M ; k = 1, 2, ..., K






















It is shown in [22] that the price in received SNR from the approximation in (2.13) is quite





















Based on the above, the SNR criterion is essentially the sameas the codebook design using
the upper bond of average capacity. The capacity performance of odebookW∗ is a tight






1 + γ̃(h, W̌∗)
]}
> Eh {log [1 + γ̃(h,W∗)]} (2.15)




P {log [1 + γ̃(h,W)] < R} (2.16)
s.t. |wm,k| ∈ [0, 1], for m = 1, 2, ...,M ; k = 1, 2, ..., K
The achievable minimum outage probability with the codebook Ŵ∗(R) is upper bounded









≤ P {log [1 + γ̃(h,W∗)] < R} (2.17)
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≥ P[log(1 + γ(h,w∗)) < R] (2.18)
In the simulation section later, we demonstrate that the above outage upper bound is quite
tight to the optimal outage performance with the codebookŴ∗(R) in the case of high SNR.
2.2 Codebook Design without Power Control
Without considering power control, all the relays always use full power to forward the
received signal. All of the beamforming vectorswk in the codebookW only have phase
information, i.e. all the power control factorsαm,k = 1 for m = 1...M andk = 1...K.
We consider an infinite feedback situation, where all the relays have the perfect phase
information. To co-phase all the forwarded signals from different relays, the optimal beam-
forming phase factor in Node Rm is θ∗m = −∠fm − ∠gm. All the ∠fm and∠gm are i.i.d.
with uniform distribution in the region[0, 2π). With the convolution of the two pdf func-
tions of∠fm and∠gm, θ∗m has triangle pdf distribution in region[0, 4π). By cappingθ
∗
m
into the region[0, 2π), θ∗m has uniformly distributed in[0, 2π). Consequently, each ofe
jθ∗m
is independently and uniformly distributed on the unit-length one-dimensional complex







uniformly distributed on the M-dimensional complex sphereΩM . Intuitively, all the vec-
tors in the optimal phase-only codebook which are the quantized version of the optimal
beamforming phase vector should be evenly distributed inΩM . This is applicable to any
Rayleigh distribution, meaning the optimal phase codebookis independent to the relay lo-
cation and channel variation and can be generated off-line,a d on-line training stage is not
required. This generality advantage of phase-only codebook simplifies the implementation.
In the following subsections, we introduce the GLP problem and then use the Grassman-
nian beamforming criterion to design the phase codebook.
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2.2.1 GLP Problem
In [5], the point-to-point MIMO beamforming optimal codebook design problem with
Rayleigh fading channel proved to be equal to the GLP problem. According to [5] and [11],
the GLP problem is to arrange K unit-length complex vectors in a M-dimensional complex
vector space, so that the distance between each vector pairsis s far apart as possible. The
distance between unit length vectorswi andwj is defined as








whereθi,j ∈ [0, π] is the principal angle of the vector pair. We consider codebookW as the
realization of the line packing. Let
δ(W) = min
1≤i<j≤K
d(wi,wj), ∀wi,wj ∈ W (2.20)
be the minimum distance of vector pairs in packingW. Now the GLP problem is to find
the optimalW∗ so that the minimum vector pair distance is maximized. The GLP criterion




WhenK ≤ M , any set ofK orthogonal unit length complex vectors are optimal for
(2.21), and the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization method [10] applies. WhenK > M > 2,
analytical [20] or numerical [11], [3] methods can be used tosolve (2.21), and some best
known packing examples are given in the appendix of [5].
2.2.2 Phase-only Codebook Design for the Distributed RelaySystem
In the following sections, we show that the phase-only codebok design problem (2.23) in
a distributed relay system uses a similar argument in the MIMO codebook design [5], and
the GLP criterion (2.21) can be utilized.
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As all the relays use full power, i.e.|wm,k| = 1, for m = 1...M, k = 1...K, the





1 + ||a||2 (2.22)
wherea andb are defined in (2.5) and (2.6).
The optimal phase-only codebookW∗ is to maximize the average SNR performance
with respect to channelh at Node D under individual relay power constraints. From (2.15)
and (2.22), the optimization problem can be simplified as
W∗ = argmax
W










s.t. |wm,k| = 1, for m = 1...M, k = 1...K
(2.23) shows that the phase-only codebook design problem for a distributed relay sys-
tem is similar to the quantized equal gain transmission (QEGT) codebook design prob-
lem [5] for the MIMO point-to-point network.
The following major steps from [5] prove (2.21) can be used toesign codebook for a
MIMO point-to-point system.
W̃ = {w̃1, ..., w̃K} is a line packing on the M-dimension unit-length complex sphere,
and it is designed with the Grassmannian beamforming criterion (2.21). Each̃wk is a unit-
length vector, i.e.̃wHk w̃k = 1.
Let Hb be theMT ×MR CSI matrix of the MIMO point-to-point system, whereMT is
the antenna number of the transmitter,MR is the antenna number of the receiver,Hb(mT , mR)
is the state of the channel form themT th transmitter antenna to themRth receiver antenna.
DefineQW̃(Hb) as the selecting function to select the best beamforming vector fromW̃ to




Assumeλ1 > ... > λM andv1 ... vM are the eigenvalues and corresponding eigen-
vectors ofHb
H
Hb. We can define the distortion functionG(W̃) as follows to describe the
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In a MIMO point-to-point network,Hb
H
Hb has complex Wishart distribution, conse-
quentlyvH1 has uniform distribution on the M-dimension unit-length complex sphere. With
the definition of the density of line packing mentioned in [5], we have
Pr
[





where∆W̃ is defined as the density of line packing̃W [5], which is the percentage of the
M-dimension complex sphere covered by the metric balls of line packingW̃ . Each metric
ball is centered with a vector from̃W and has a radius ofδ(W̃)/2. Theorem1 in [5] proves
that∆W̃ = K(δ(W̃)/2)2(M−1). (2.27) shows the probability that vectorv1 is located in
one of the metric balls. In the case of thev1 is located in one of the metric balls, the distance
betweenv1 andQW̃(Hb) is less thanδ(W̃)/2. The probability ofv1 located outside of any




















Consequently, by maximizingδ(W̃), G(W̃) is minimized, so that the codebook average
SNR performance is maximized.
We compare the phase factor distribution ofb in a distributed relay system andv1 in a
MIMO point-to-point system. From the definition ofb in (2.6), we find that when all the
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relays have the same locations,b is fulfilled with the following conditions: the phase angle
of each element in the vectorv is i.i.d., uniformly distributed in[0, 2π) and independent to
the amplitude part of the elements inv. The amplitude distribution of each element inv
is identical. With the above conditions, the simulation shows that the performance of any
phase-only codebookW with respect tov is approximately equal to the multiplication of
















|wm,k| = 1, for m = 1...M, k = 1...K
where,µ(v) is a function ofv which is not related to the codebook,vP is the phase part
vector ofv, i.e. each element ofvP is the phase part of the corresponding element ofv,
vPm = vm/|vm|, for m = 1, ..., M .
As shown in [4],v1 is uniformly distributed on the M-dimension unit-length complex
sphere.v1 is also fulfilled with the conditions that the phase angle of each element inv1
is i.i.d. and uniformly distributed in[0, 2π) and independent to the amplitude part of the
element inv1. The amplitude of each element inv1 is identical. Thus, the Grassman-
nian phase-only codebook approximately provides the optimal co-phasing performance to
the MIMO point-to-point system. Consequently, the Grassmannian phase-only codebook
approximately provides the optimal co-phasing performance to the distributed relay beam-
forming system, if the distributions of[|fm| |gm|] for m = 1, ..., M are identical. How-
ever, in the case of that the distributions of[|fm| |gm|] for m = 1, ..., M are not identical,
Grassmannian phase-only codebooks cannot provide an optimal performance.
As a result, Grassmannian beamforming criterion (2.21) canbe utilized to design a
phase-only codebook for a distributed relay system.
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2.2.3 Phase-Only Codebook Design Using the Random Search Method
Although analytical [20] or numerical methods [11], [3] canbe used to design Grassman-
nian codebooks, the codebook comparison experiment in [5] show that random search
based designs often yield a codebook with maximizedδ(W). The following random search
phase-only codebook algorithm (RSPA) is proposed to find theoptimal phase-only code-
book under the Grassmannian beamforming criterion (2.21).As Grassmannian codebooks
are not related to the channel distribution, all the computation l work can be done off-line.
Step 1 is to randomly initialize a codebookW under the constraint. To randomly gen-
erate a complex vectorw for codebookW, we first generate i.i.d.θm with the uniform
distributionθm ∼ U [0, 2π) for m = 1...M , so that the vectorw = [ejθ1...ejθM ]T is sat-
isfied with the phase codebook constraint. In step 2, we find the minimum distance pair
in W, i.e. findwk andwl whered(wk,wl) = δ(W). Then in step 3, we randomly find
one new vector under the constraint, and use the new vector toreplacewk or wl to have a
new codebookWnew. The4th step is to test whether the newδ(Wnew) is greater than the
old one. Ifδ(W) is not improved, the old version codebook is kept, the new oneWnew is
discarded, and go back to step 3 for the next iteration. Ifδ(W) is improved, we keep the
new codebookWnew, and discard the old one, and go back to step 2 for the next itera ion.
There are two predefined stopping criteria for the iterations. If the total iteration number
is greater than the maximum iteration numberJ , the iteration is stopped. If the lifetime of
the current codebookW is larger than MaxLifeN , i.e.W is not improved for the recent N
iterations, then we thinkW is optimal and the iteration is terminated.
The algorithm procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
2.2.4 Optimal Phase-Only Codebook through LA with GS
According to the purpose of comparison, we propose the following optimal codebook de-
sign method by solving (2.23) through LA with GS.
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Algorithm 1: RSPA
Result: Phase codebookW
Set MaxIterationJ , MaxLife N ;
Initialize BestCodebookW;
InitializeCounter = 1, Life = 0;
while Counter < J AND Life < N do
Counter = Counter + 1;
Find the vector pairwk andwl in W whered(wk,wl) = δ(W);
Randomly generate phase-only vectorwnew;
Replacewk in W with wnew to haveW1;
Calculateδ(W1) according to (2.20);
Replacewl in W with wnew to haveW2;
Calculateδ(W2) according to (2.20);











// A better Codebook is found
end
else
Life = Life + 1;
end
end
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To utilize LA, we first initialize a set of training channel realizationsH and an initialized
codebookW(1) where the codebook size isK. In every beamforming vectorwk, each
element has normalized full-power amplitude|wm,k| = 1; for m = 1, ...,M ; k = 1, ..., K.
The second step of LA is to partition the training set intoK regionsHk according to
wk ∈ W, for k = 1, ..., K, so thatwk provides the largest received SNR performance for
each channel realization in regionHk compared to any other vector inW. As the original
optimization problem is broken down toK small optimization problems, the third step is
to find the optimal beamforming vector for each regionHk. Due to the complex expression
γ(h,w) shown in (2.8), there is no closed-form solution to find the optimal vector fore each
region. Instead, we resort to computational methods. One available method is GS [21]. The










GS randomly initializes several initial vectors in the searching space under the constraint,
then use several optimizers to start from the initial vectors and search for the local optimal
vector according to the reward function. If the first and second derivatives of the reward
function exist, the optimizer can be Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method
[1] which approximates Newton’s method. If the reward function does not has the first and
second derivatives, or even it is not continuous, the optimizer can choose scatter search
method [21] which randomly walks to locations around the initial vectors iteratively and
tries to find the local optimal vector. Finally, GS selects the most feasible vector among
these local optimums as the global optimum. In our problem, the simulation shows BFGS
can find local optimum with the speed much faster than the scatter search method. In the
fourth step, the algorithm then goes back to the second step for the next iteration.
To implement LA, we define a modified distortion function as follows:
D(W) = EH {γ̃(h,W∗)− γ̃(h,W)} . (2.32)
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At the end of each iteration,D(W) becomes closer to zero, as the average SNR perfor-
mance of the codebook is improved and move closer to the optimal. However, since we
do not know the optimal result, we use the distortion function difference between two con-








| < σ as a stopping criterion,
i.e. if the difference is smaller than the predefined threshold σ, the iteration is stopped.
The maximum iteration numberJ can be set as another stopping criterion if the maximum
computational cost is limited. The steps of LA is summarizedas follows:
Step 1: Initialization








under the constraint|wm,k| = 1; for m = 1, ...,M ; k = 1, ..., K and
the training channel realization setH = [h1 ... hN ]. Set the maximum iteration
numberJ and the minimum SNR improvement thresholdσ between consecutive
iterations.
Step 2: Channel partition with respect toW(j)
Select the codeword in codebookW(j) for each channel realization that gives the
highest SNR. Then the subset ofH corresponding to the codewordw(j)k constitutes
the regionH(j)k :
H(j)k ={h ∈ H|γ(h,w
(j)




l ∈ W(j), l 6= k, } (2.33)
TheK regions represent the channel partition with respect to thecod bookW(j).
Step 3: Updating beamforming vector for each regionH(j)k
With respect to each regionH(j)k for k = 1, ..., K, use the GS method to find
the optimal beamforming vectorw(j+1)k under the constraint (2.35) to maximize the
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|wm,k| = 1; for m = 1, ...,M (2.35)
Step 4: Iteration determination








does not satisfy the stopping crite-
rion
|∆(j+1)| < σ (2.36)
and the total iteration numberj is smaller thanJ , go to step 2 for the next itera-
tion. Otherwise,W(j+1) is the computational optimal codebook, and the iteration is
terminated.
2.2.5 Phase-only Codebooks with Uniformly Distributed Phase
Another intuitive method to build phase-only codebooks is to partition the range of phase
[0, 2π) into grid of Ku points, and the phase of each element of the vectors in the codebook
will be chosen among these grid points, whereKU is determined by the given codebook
sizeK and the relay numberM , i.e. K = MKU . Specifically, theM elements of each
vector is aM-combination of setS =
{
ejβ|β = 2πkU/KU , kU = 0, 1, ..., KU − 1
}
. The
K vectors in the codebook are theK different combinations. In this case, the codebook is
W =
{































We can find that there existwi,wj vector pairs in the above codebookW, so that vector
wi is a phase-shifted version ofwj, i.e. ∃i, j, wi = wjejθ, for someθ, wi,wj ∈ W. For
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example, letw1 = [e0e0...e0]T andwK = [ej(KU−1)π/KU ej(KU−1)π/KU ...ej(KU−1)π/KU ]T ,
we havewK = w1ej(KU−1)π/KU . With the Grassmannian beamforming criterion (2.21),
the distance between the above vectorswi andwj is 0, i.e. these two vectors are the




∣∣. It means thatwi andwj have an equal result during beamforming. In
contrast, a finite-size Grassmannian phase-only codebook can avoid the existence of such
rotated vector pairs.
Consequently, many of the vectors in the codebookW are not effective for beamform-
ing, the phase-only codebooks with uniformly distributed phase is not optimal.
2.3 Codebook Design with Power Control
Compare with phase-only codebooks, with-power-control codeb oks can provide SNR per-
formance improvement, and improve the power efficiency for the relays. In this section, we
research the methods to design with-power-control codebooks for a distributed relay sys-
tem. We first survey the case with perfect CSI, then propose anoptimal codebook design
method. Due to computational complexity, we also provide a suboptimal codebook method
which requires less computational load.
2.3.1 Optimal Power Control with the Perfect CSI
As mentioned in Section 2.2, with the assumption that perfect CSI is available at all nodes,
the optimal phase factor for Node Rm is θ∗m = −∠fm − ∠gm. Furthermore, the optimal
power control factorα∗m for Node Rm can be obtained through the method in [27], and the









, for i = 1...M (2.37)
Relay node R1, R2, ..., RM are ordered into Rτ1 , Rτ2 , ..., RτM by φτ1 > φτ2 > ... > φτM .









, for i = 1...M (2.38)










wherem0 ∈ [1, 2 ... M ] is the number of relays using full power, determined by the
smallestm such thatλm < 1/φτm+1 .
With perfect CSI, each relay node applies the optimal phase fctor and the optimal
power control factor, so that the transmitted signal is cooperatively forwarded to Node D
and the maximum received SNR is achieved.
2.3.2 Optimal With-Power-Control Codebooks Design
When the feedback is limited, the destination node needs to utilize a codebook scheme to
quantize the optimal beamforming vector, including both phase and power control factors.
The difficulty is that the value of each optimal power controlweightα∗m is tightly related to
every element in the channel states vectorh [27]. Furthermore, the optimal vector distribu-
tion and the optimal codebook are specific for each network setup and the specific channel
condition. The optimal codebook needs to be designed througnline training. Due to the
complex distribution of the optimal power control weight, the distribution of the optimal
beamforming vector is not uniformly distributed in the vector space. After quantization,
the vectors in the optimal codebook are not evenly distributed in the vector space. There-
fore, the Grassmannian beamforming criterion [12], [4] andthe random vector quantization
(RVQ) method [24] [9] do not lead to an optimal codebook design. Instead, we design the
codebook with LA [25], [2].
LA requires a set of training channel realizationsH and an initial codebookW(1), where
the codebook size isK. The second step of LA is to partition the training set intoK regions
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Hk, for k = 1...K, corresponding towk ∈ W, so thatwk provides the highest received
SNR for every channel realization in regionHk compared to any other vector inW. As a
consequence, the original optimization problem is broken down toK small optimization
problems. The third step is to find the optimal beamforming vector for each regionHk.
Finally, the algorithm checks the stopping criteria for going back, or not, to the second step
for the next iteration.
To implement LA, we define a modified distortion function as
D(W) = EH {γ̃(h,W∗)− γ̃(h,W)} . (2.40)








as the stopping criterion, i.e. if the difference
is smaller than the predefined thresholdσ, the iteration is stopped. The maximum iteration
numberJ can also be set as another stopping criterion, if the maximumco putational cost
is limited. The steps of LA is summarized as follows.
Step 1: Initialization
Same to the Step 1 in 2.2.4.
Step 2: Channel partition with respect toW(j)
Same to the Step 2 in 2.2.4.
Step 3: Updating beamforming vector for each regionH(j)k
We utilize the GS method to find a optimal beamforming vector for each region under
the constraint. The optimal vector can maximize the averageSNR with respect to the










s.t. |wm| ∈ [0, 1] for m = 1, ..., M
Step 4: Iteration determination
Same to the Step 4 in 2.2.4.
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2.3.3 Suboptimal Codebook Design with Power Control
Through the above optimal codebook design using the LA with GS method, the codebook
design jointly produces the power control factor and the phase f ctor of the beamforming
weight. The drawback of this method is the high computational load. Practically, to gener-
ate the codebook in an online implementation, we propose a suboptimal codebook design
that separates phase sub-codebookWP and power control sub-codebookWA.
There are two approaches to combine the two sub-codebooks int one suboptimal code-
book.
1. The first approach is to buildWA of sizeKA andWP of sizeKP . Then we combine
each power control vector inWA with each phase vector inWP as the amplitude part
and the phase part of the vector inW which has a sizeK = KA ×KP .
2. The second approach is to buildWA andWP with sizeKA = KP = K, then
randomly combine into pairs the vectors inWA and the vectors inWP and construct
the new vectors for the suboptimal codebookW.
In the first approach, smallerKA andKP implies a smaller codebook size forWA and
WP , thus greater quantization loss leads to higher performance loss. Furthermore, the first
approach needs to find an optimal split betweenKA andKP to give the best performance if
K = KA ×KP is given. The simulation shows that in most case,KP needs to take a value
greater thanKA, because the co-phasing has significant SNR improvement compared to
the first-hop noise suppressing by power control. The simulation also shows that when the
codebook size is small, the second approach can provide bettr performance with smaller
average quantization loss. In the following discussion, the first approach is explained and
the differences between the two approaches are the different sub-codebook sizes and the
different processing at the combination step.
The first step is to designWP through RSPA defined in subsection 2.2.3 with the Grass-
mannian beamforming criterion. After we haveWP , WA is designed through LA with the
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assumption that the perfect phase information is known at all the relays. To implement LA,
a modified distortion function is required as follows:
D(WA) = EH {γ̃(h,W∗A)− γ̃(h,WA)} (2.42)
After each iteration,D(WA) becomes closer to zero, as the average SNR performance of
the codebook is improved, and closer to the optimal result.
Hence, the second step is to randomly initialize the training channel realization setH
and the power control sub-codebookW(j)A of sizeKA, where the iteration counterj = 1.
In the third step, we partition the training setH into KA regionsH(j)k , for k = 1...KA.





k provides the highest received SNR compared to any other
vector inW(j)A . The fourth step is to find the optimal power control vector for each region
H(j)k , i.e. there are totallyKA parallel optimization problems. With perfect CSI, a matrix
decomposition method is proposed in subsection 2.3.4 and itcan be used to find a closed-
form solutionw(j+1)k for the regionH
(j)
k . The fifth step is to test the stopping criteria.
The first criterion is the total iteration numberJ to limit the total computation cost. The
second criterion is to test the average SNR performance improvement between the last two
iterations. Once the iteration counterj > J or the performance improvement between the








)∣∣∣ < σ, (2.43)
we determineW(j+1)A as the computational optimal solution forWA. Otherwise we go back
to the third step for the next iteration to further improve thcodebook performance. Once
WA is generated, the two sub-codebooks are combined with the first combination approach.
The detail of the method is summarized as follows.
Step 1: GenerateWP
Generate the phase sub-codebookWP of sizeK2 through RSPA.
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Step 2: Initialization
Initialize the iteration counterj = 1. Set the maximum iteration numberJ and
the minimum SNR improvement threshold between consecutiveiterationsσ as the
stopping criteria. Randomly generate the initial power control sub-codebookW(j)A of
sizeKA and the training channel realizations setH = [h1 ... hN ].
Step 3: Channel partition with respect toW(j)A
Select the power control vector in power control sub-codebook W(j)A to provide the
highest SNR performance for each channel realization. It assumes that perfect phase



















The channel realization subset corresponding to the vectorw(j)(k) constitutes region
H(j)(k). TheK regions represent the channel partition with respect to thecodebook
W(j)A .
H(j)k ={h ∈ H|γ(h,w
(j)






A , l 6= k } (2.45)
Step 4: Power control sub-codebook updating
With the perfect phase information assumption, a closed-form solution is proposed
in (2.52) to find the computational optimal power control vector for each region.
Step 5: Iteration determination








does not satisfy the stopping crite-
rion (2.43) and the iteration counterj < J , step 3-5 are repeated as the next iteration.
Otherwise,W(j+1)A is the computational optimal solution forWA, the iteration is ter-
minated and we go to step 6.
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Step 6: Sub-codebook combination
Combine each power control vector inWA and each phase vector inWP as the ampli-
tude part and the phase part of the new vector. The suboptimalcodebookW consists
of theK = KA ×KP new vectors.
2.3.4 Power Control Vector Update with Matrix Decomposition
In this subsection, we describe the matrix decomposition method to find the optimal power

















By assuming the perfect channel phase information known at all the relays, equation (2.8)








1 + ||Aw||2 (2.47)

















s.t. |wm| ∈ [0, 1], for m = 1, ...,M
The expectation operationEHk [...] in (2.48) makes the optimization problem difficult to
solve. In the next steps, we try to keep the original SNR equation structure and to substitute
the expectation operationEHk [...] by finding an equivalent channel realization, i.e. the
equivalent channel comes from the second order of the channel stochastic property. In
(2.49), the numerator is the data signal power, the denominator is the noise power. Thus


















1 + EHk [||Aw||2]
(2.49)
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T )w = wTBw (2.50)
whereB,EHk [b̃b̃
T ]. Although each original̃bb̃T has rank one structure, after expectation,
B could be a full rank matrix. As we need to follow the original SNR structure, we can
use the principle eigenvector with the matrix decomposition method to approach rank one
structure. Since each̃bb̃T is a real symmetric matrix,B is a real symmetric matrix and can
be decomposed asB = UΛUT , whereΛ = diag[λ1 ... λM ] is aM ×M diagonal matrix,
andλ1 is the principle eigenvalue ofB. u1 ... uM are the columns ofU, andum is the
eigenvector ofB corresponding toλm, for m = 1 ... M .
We approximate the original SNR equation structure by taking the principle eigenvec-
tor, which isB ≈ b̄b̄T , whereb , [b̄1 ... b̄M ]T ,
√
λ1u1.
In the denominator of (2.49),























2], for m = 1...M . DefineĀ , diag[ā1 ... āM ].















As (2.51) keeps the original SNR equation structure for one channel realization, the re-
gionHk can be represented by the equivalent channelh̄k = [f̄1 ... f̄M , ḡ1 ... ḡM ]T , where,
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So that, we can solve the equation (2.51) according to the repr s ntative channel̄hk with










as the optimal power control vector for regionHk.
2.4 Simulation Results
To compare the performance of different codebooks with simulation, we consider a two-
hop distributed relay network withM = 4 relays where the network structure is given in
Figure 2.1. The noise at each relay and Node D are AWGN with variance1. We assume the
first hop and the second hop channelfm andgm are i.i.d. and have Gaussian distribution
CN (0, 1) for m = 1, ...,M . This describes the situation where all the relays are located in
the middle of Node S and Node D.
2.4.1 Performance of Codebooks
Figure 2.2 compares the performance of phase-only codebooks fr m RSPA (subsection
2.3.3) and LA with GS (Section 2.3.4). The LA with GS phase-only codebooks’ perfor-
mance is the average performance of10 codebook realizations. Each LA with GS phase-
only codebook is generated from1000 training channel realizations, and the performance
of each codebook is the average SNR performance over another50000 channel realizations.
The plot shows the RSPA codebooks’ performance is slightly better than that of LA with
GS codebooks; the difference is less than0.2dB. The reason for this is that each LA with
GS codebook is generated from a specific training channel realization set under the channel
distribution, so that it may not be optimal for another channel realization set under the same
distribution. As a result, the simulation shows that the RSPA method has the advantage of
generality to be generated off-line and has optimal performance.
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Phase−only codebook from RSPA, K=16
Phase−only codebook from RSPA, K=64
Phase−only codebook from LA + GS, K=16
Phase−only codebook from LA + GS, K=64
Figure 2.2: Performance of phase-only codebooks
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Figure 2.3 shows the performance of RSPA phase-only codebooks and with-power-
control codebooks with sizeK = 16. The LA with GS codebooks refer to the optimal
with-power-control codebooks mentioned in subsection 2.3.2. The suboptimal codebooks
refer to the approaches in subsection 2.3.3 and the best random phase codebooks refers to
the RSPA codebooks in subsection 2.2.3. In the simulation, the optimal with-power-control
codebook through LA with GS has the performance of2dB lower than the performance
with perfect CSI and approximately4.5dB better than the non-beamforming case. The sub-
optimal codebooks performance with approach 1 and approach2 re similar to each other
which is only approximately0.3dB lower than the optimal with-power-control codebook
through LA with GS.



































Optimal codebook from LA + GS
Suboptimal codebook, approach 1, K1=K2=4
Suboptimal codebook, approach 2
Best random phase codebook
No CSI
Figure 2.3: Performance of codebooks, size K=16
Through Figure 2.3, we can also find that the performance of the RSPA phase-only
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codebook is very close to those with-power-control codebooks in the case of relays located
in the middle of Node S and Node D. In the next chapter, we analyze the performance
difference between with and without power control when relay locations are not in the
middle of Node S and Node D, i.e. the difference is close to zerif the relays are very close
to Node S.
Figure 2.4 shows the case where the codebook size isK = 64. Compared to the case
of K = 16, K = 64 means the codebooks are dense when the relay number isM = 4.
The performance difference between codebooks is decreased. The optimal LA with GS
codebook is1.2dB lower than the performance with perfect CSI, and around0.2 B better
than other sub-optimal codebooks.


































Optimal codebook from LA + GS
Suboptimal codebook, approach 1, K1=K2=8
Suboptimal codebook, approach 2
Best random phase codebook
No CSI
Figure 2.4: Performance of codebooks, size K=64
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2.4.2 Outage Performance and SNR Performance
Figure 2.5 is the outage probability performance of codebooks with the bit rate requirement
R > 2bits/s/Hz. In the plot, we take a look at the required transmit SNR to keep th
outage probability as10−1 . The transmit SNR is defined as the average transmitted signal
power over the noise at the receiver side. The required transmit SNR with perfect CSI
is 1dB lower than the LA with GS codebook of sizeK = 64 and additional1dB lower
than the LA with GS codebook of sizeK = 16. This result is very close to the analysis
in SNR performance in Figure 2.3 and Figure 2.4, i.e. the differences of transmitter SNR
requirements at the same case are also1dB to keep the same SNR performance. Thus, it
is reasonable to have the conclusion that the outage performance of codebooks designed
from the SNR performance objective is close to the optimal outage performance.




















Outage probability of codebooks : 4 relays; R=2 bits/s/Hz
 
 
Lower bound: Outage probability with Perfect CSI
Outage probability with LA+GS codebook, K=64
Outage probability with LA+GS codebook, K=16
Outage probability with Suboptimal codebook, K1=K2=4
Figure 2.5: Outage probability performance of codebooks
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As the result, the sub-optimal codebooks only have negligible performance degradation
and acceptable computational load.
2.5 Brief Summary
In this chapter, we study codebook design methods in a distributed relay network. The
received average SNR at the destination node is defined as theobjective to design code-
books. The optimal codebook acquired under the criterion ofmaximizing average SNR
can provide a tight bound for optimal capacity and outage probability performance in the
case of high SNR. First, the phase-only codebook design is mapped to the GLP problem,
and the RSPA is proposed to find optimal phase-only codebooks. The advantage of phase
codebooks is their generality to be generated off-line. Second, the LA method is proposed
to design with-power-control codebooks. The GS method is used to find the optimal beam-
forming vector for each region and a large computation load is required. The LA with
matrix decomposition method is proposed to find the suboptimal codebook which is com-
bined by the phase-only sub-codebook and the power control sub-codebook. Finally, the
simulation shows the performance of suboptimal codebooks is close to optimal codebooks.
Chapter 3
Effect of Relay Location on Distributed
Beamforming
3.1 Motivation
In Chapter 2, we propose methods to design codebooks with or without power control for a
distributed relay system. Phase-only codebooks, i.e. codebooks without power control in-
formation, has the advantage of generality of being generated off-line. However, the draw-
back is the possible performance degradation compared to codebo ks with power control
information. In this chapter, we analyze the SNR gain of power control information which
is the average received SNR difference between phase-only cdebooks and without-power-
control codebooks. We analyze the effect of relay locationsand the codebook size on the
codebook performance and the power control gain. The motivation of this research is that
we want to find the situation that the power control gain is negligible, then the codebook
implementation can be simplified by using off-line generated phase-only codebooks. As
the result of this chapter, the SNR gain of power control information is almost not related
to the codebook size and tightly related to the relay locations. Referring to figure 2.1, when
the relays are close to the Node S, the power control gain is negligible, then the phase-only
42
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codebook can be utilized. On the other hand, the power control gain is significant in the
case of that the relays are close to Node D or some of the relaysare close to Node D and
others are close to Node S.
3.2 Network Setup
The two-hop distributed beamforming network model is same as in Chapter 2. We first
generate the codebooks according to the methods proposed inChapter 2. Then we try to
analyze the performance of those codebooks with respect to different relay locations and
different codebook size.
In figure 2.1, the distance between Node S and the relays isd1 > 0, the distance be-
tween the relays and Node D isd2 > 0. The total distance of the transmission routed is
normalized to1, i.e. d = d1 + d2 = 1. If the relays change their locations between Node
S and Node D, i.e.d1 varies between[0, 1], the channel distributions of the first hop and
the second hop change consequently. The channel model for the fi st and second hops are
fm∼CN (0, σ2fm) andgm∼CN (0, σ2gm), whereσ2fm ∝ 1/d1λ, σ2gm ∝ 1/d2λ, andλ is the
path loss exponent with a typical value of2∼4 according to the channel environment.
3.3 Relay Location and Relay Power Control
The SNR gain of relay power control is attained through suppressing the first hop noise
from being amplified in the second hop. We start our analysis from the situation that all the
relays are very close to Node S which is similar to the MISO point-to-point system under
individual power constraint for each antenna. Since the first hop is very short, the received
SNR at the relay nodes is very high and the noise is negligible. In the high transmit SNR
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All the relays should use full power to forward signals as there is no concern of forwarding
noise but only need to attain a higher signal power over the second hop transmission atten-
uation. Thus, power control has no benefit but only to reduce the received signal power.
On the other hand, for the case ofd1 is close to1, the second hop does not have sig-













and the optimal power control factor of each relay is determined by its transmit SNR ac-
cording to the maximal ratio combining method for SIMO system [8], i.e. the signal from




, max(|wm|∗) = 1, for m = 1...M. (3.3)
Under individual relay power constraints, only the relay with the lowest attenuation in the
first hop channel should use full power, other relays should reduce their power according to
the optimal power control factor. Thus, power control provides performance improvement
by suppressing the transmit power as well as the forwarded noise from those relays with
lower SNR in the first hop transmission.
The typical situation is the case thatd1 has a value between0 and 1. It requires a
balance between the two issues of using high forward power tonlarge the signal power
and suppressing the forwarded noise. We can find that when therelays are more close to
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Node S, the first issue takes the rule and more relays should use full power under individual
relay power constraints. When the relays are more close to Node D, the second issue is
dominant and less relays should use full power.
The worst case is that some relays are close to Node S and others are close to Node
D. Those relays where the first hop attenuation is high and consequently forwarded signal
SNR is low, have less attenuation at the second hop. Thus, power control has significant
SNR gain to suppress those high power and low SNR signals so that their noise will not
submerge those low power and high SNR signal.
As a continued step of subsection 2.3.1, we derive the optimal received SNR at Node












, for m = 1, ..., M. (3.4)
where,̃bm is defined in (2.46).









, for i = 1, ..., M. (3.5)
where,am is defined in (2.5), and̃bm = am|fm|.
We determinem0 ∈ [1, 2 ... M ] by the smallestm such thatλm < 1/φτm+1. The















for m = 1, ..., m0
for m = m0 + 1, ..., M,
(3.6)
From equation (2.4), with the optimal power control weights(3.9) and the optimal
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phase weights, the optimal received SNR is





































































































































The closed-form equation (3.7) can be used to calculate the SNR and analyze the effect
of power control. On the right-hand side of (3.7), the first term is the SNR of full-power
forwarding relays. The numerator is the signal power and thedenominator is the noise
power from the first and second hops. The second term is the SNRfrom the relays not
using full power. Since the not-using-full-power relays have lower SNR in the first hop,
their forwarding power is actively controlled to lower their s gnal power as well as their
noise power to achieve maximum total SNR at receiver.
3.4 Relay Location and Codebook Size









1 + ||a||2 (3.8)
where all the amplitude of the beamforming vectors’ elements are1, i.e.αm,k = 1; for m =
1, ...,M ; k = 1, ..., K.
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We assumeW is a Grassmannian codebook from the method mentioned in section 2.2.
Since all the vectors inW are evenly spread on the unit-length complex vector sphere,the
distance betweenb/|b| and the feasiblew is smaller thanδ(W) which is the minimum














































1 + ||a||2 (3.11)
Accordingly, the codebook performance’s lower bound (3.11) can be decomposed to
the multiplication of two terms: the first term is only related to the codebook minimum
vector distance and the codebook size, the second term is only related to the channel state.
Therefore, the codebook minimum vector distance and channel distribution have indepen-
dent effect on the codebook performance indB term, and the simulation in later section
shows these two effects are strictly independent.
In the case of with-power-control codebooks, there is no closed-form analysis available
besides computational result since the optimal beamforming vector is non-uniformly dis-
tributed in the vector space. The simulation shows that the codebooks size is not tightly
related to the power control gain.
3.5 Simulation Results
The distance of the transmission route from Node S to Node D isd = 1. The distance
between Node S and the relays isd1 and the distance between the relays and Node D is
d2, whered = d1 + d2. When the relays shift their location from Node S to Node D, i.e.
d1 varies from0 to 1. The first and second hop channels model arefm∼CN (0, 1/d1λ) and
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gm∼CN (0, 1/d2λ). We assume path loss exponentλ = 2. The noise at relays and receiver
are normalized asCN (0, 1).
3.5.1 Effect of Relay Location with Infinite Feedback





















Figure 3.1: Relay locations affect the distribution of optimal beamforming vector
In Figure 3.1, we assume perfect CSI is available to all the nodes. It shows that in a four-
relay system, the probability of1, 2, 3, or 4 relays should use full forwarding power with
a different relay locations. When the relays is closer to thesource node S, the probability
is higher that more relays should use full power to forward signal to achieve the optimal
received SNR. For example, whend1 = 0.1, the probability is0.89 that all four relays
should use full power when the optimal beamforming vector isutilized. As a result, power
control has less SNR gain.
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(A) SNR of perfect CSI and perfect phase : 4 relays; P0 = Pr = 20dB
 
 


















(B) SNR difference Between perfect CSI and perfect phase : 4 relays; P0 = Pr = 20dB
Perfect CSI
Perfect phase information
Figure 3.2: Gain of power control information
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Figure 3.2 shows the performance difference between the case of with phase-only CSI
and the case of with perfect CSI in a four-relay system. When phase-only CSI is available
to all the nodes, the relays utilize the optimal co-phasing weight and full power to forward
signal. When perfect CSI is available to all the nodes, each relay utilizes both the optimal
phase weight and the optimal power control weight to achieveoptimal received SNR at
Node D. If the relays are closer to Node D, the SNR gain of relaypower control is getting
higher. For example, whend1 = 0.9 for all 4 relays, the power control gain is3.2dB. As a
result, the power control gain is tightly related to the relay locations.
3.5.2 Effect of Relay Location and Codebook Size





























phase codebook, size K=64
phase codebook, size K=16
Figure 3.3: Performance of difference size phase-only codeb oks
Figure 3.3 plots the performance of the codebooks with different size when the relays
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have different locations. The performance curve of the phase-only codebooks with different
size are exactly parallel to the curve of perfect phase information feedback. TheK = 64
codebook performance is0.5dB lower than the perfect phase information case and0.5 B
higher than the codebook of sizeK = 16 . It shows that a smaller codebook size leads to
a higher quantization loss and a lower SNR performance. We can find that with two given
phase codebook sizes, the SNR difference from the phase-only c debook quantization error
is not related to the location of the relays.




























LA+GS codebook, size K=64
LA+GS codebook, size K=16
Suboptimal codebook, approach 1, K1=K2=8
Suboptimal codebook, approach 1, K1=K2=4
Figure 3.4: Performance of difference size codebooks
Figure 3.4 compares the performance of LA with GS codebooks of sizeK = 16 and
K = 64, and suboptimal codebook with approach 1 where codebooks’ size areK1 =
K2 = 4 andK1 = K2 = 8. The plot shows the codebook performance curves are close to
parallel to the case of with full CSI. The optimal LA with GS codebook of sizeK = 64 is
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0.5∼1.5dB lower than the perfect CSI case and0.9dB higher than the optimal LA with GS
codebook of sizeK = 16. The sub-optimal codebooks with approach 1 are approximately
0.5dB lower than the optimal LA with GS codebook with corresponding codebook size.
The simulation shows the performance of codebook with powercontrol is slightly related
to the relay locations, i.e. the codebook degradation from with-power-control codebook
quantization loss is not related to the relay locations.
From Figure 3.1, we notice that when the relays are very closet Node S, all fourαm
may only take the value of1, and when the relays are closed to Node D, three ofαm vary in
[0, 1]. It means the optimal beamforming vector search space gets wider as the relays move
towards receiver. Consequently, the codebook average vector dis ance and the performance
difference between optimal LA with GS codebooks and perfectCSI case increases as we
can find from Figure 3.4. This explains why the with-power-contr l codebook curves are
not perfectly parallel to the case of perfect CSI in Figure 3.4.
3.5.3 Effect of Relay Location on Power Control Gain
Combining Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4, we can analyze the performance difference between
phase-only codebooks and with and with-power-control codeb oks under the same relay
location and codebook size condition, i.e. the power control gain with a certain relay
location and a given codebook size. We plot the power controlgain with respect to relay
locations in Figure 3.5. The first result is that when the relays re close to Node S, i.e.
d1 < 0.5, the power control gain is up to0.5dB which is negligible in most scenarios.
Furthermore, the with-power-control codebooks performance could even be lower than the
phase-only codebook whend1 < 0.3 as the power control reduces the forwarded signal
power. The second result we can find from the plot is that with larger codebook size, the
power control gain is higher. In the case ofd1 = 0.9, the power-control gain of codebooks
of sizeK = 64 is 2dB, and the power-control gain of codebooks of sizeK = 16 is 1.8dB.
Further simulation shows that when each relay has a different location, power control
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SNR difference between w/wo power control codebooks : 4 relays; P0 = Pr = 20dB
 
 
Difference between Perfect CSI & Perfect phase information
Difference between LA+GS codebook & BRPC, size K=64
Difference between LA+GS codebook & BRPC, size K=16
Figure 3.5: Performance difference of codebooks w/wo powercontrol
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may lead to a higher SNR performance gain. For example, with above simulation setting,
and 3 relays haved1 = 0.1, the other relay hasd1 = 0.9, the power control gain is5.8dB.
The reason is that the signal forwarded form relay withd1 = 0.9 has a low SNR as well
as a low second-hop attenuation. From (3.7), a very small power control weight should be
utilized to reduce the forwarded noise from this relay, or the total SNR is dominated by the
signal from this relay. Because there is no closed-form result for the power control gain
analysis, a case-by-case analysis is required be conductedfor codebook design tradeoffs,
i.e. whether power control information is required.
3.6 Brief Summary
After the methods to design codebooks with or without power ar studied in Chapter 2, this
chapter try to analysis the performance difference betweenth codebooks with and without
power control. The performance difference is tightly relatd o relay locations. The result
shows that when the relays are very close to the source node, pw r control information in
the beamforming vector has less performance contribution and phase only codebook can
be utilized to take the advantage of the generality however without significant performance
tradeoff.
Chapter 4
Codebook Design under Total Power
Constraint
4.1 Network Model
Considering the codebook design problem under total power constraint, the system topol-
ogy and the channel model are the same as the network setup in Chapters 2 and 3. The only











With beamforming vectorw = [w1... wM ]
T and channel state vectorh = [f1... fM , g1... gM ]
T ,


















1 + ||Aw||2 . (4.2)
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Therefore, our problem is to design optimal codebookW∗ to minimize the average


















s.t. ‖wk‖ = wHk wk = 1, ∀wk ∈ W
.
4.2 Codebook Design under Total Relay Power Constraint
4.2.1 Distributed Beamforming with Perfect CSI
[15] provides a closed-form solution for the optimal beamfor ing vector under total relay
power constraint for a given channel realizationh. In themth relay, the optimal power














(|fm|2P0 + |gm|2PR + 1)2
(4.6)
∠w∗m(h) = −∠fm − ∠gm (4.7)
When perfect CSI is available at all the relays, the above beamforming weight can be
utilized at each relay to achieve the optimal received SNR atNode D.
4.2.2 Codebook Design through LA
From the above closed-form solution (4.5)-(4.7), we can findthat the optimal beamform-
ing vector is not uniformly distributed in the M-Dimensional unit-length complex vector
sphere. Hence, we cannot use the Grassmannian beamforming criterion to design the code-
book, and LA is applied.
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We start LA from a training channel realization setH and an initial codebookW(1) of
sizeK. To implement LA, we define the distortion function as follows:
D(W) = EH {γ̃(h,W∗)− γ̃(h,W)} (4.8)
whereγ̃(h,W∗) is the optimal average SNR performance with an optimal codebok. The
second step of LA is to partition the training setH into K regionsHk, for k = 1...K,
according towk ∈ W, so that compared to any other vectors inW, wk provide the highest
received SNR to each channel realization in regionHk. As the original optimization prob-
lem is broken down toK small optimization problems, the third step is to find the optimal
beamforming vector for each regionHk. The details on how to find the optimal beam-
forming vector is discussed in subsection 4.2.3. At the end of each iteration, the distortion
functionD(W) moves closer to zero, as the average SNR performance of the codebo k
is improved and moves closer to the optimal. We define the distortion function difference








| < σ as a stop-
ping criterion, i.e. the iteration is terminated if the difference is lower than the predefined
thresholdσ. Maximum iteration numberJ can also be set as another stopping criterion, if
the maximum computational cost is limited. The steps of LA issummarized as follows.
Step 1: Initialization
Same to the Step 1 in 2.2.4.
Step 2: Channel partition with respect toW(j)
Same to the Step 2 in 2.2.4.
Step 3: Updating beamforming vector for each regionH(j)k
With respect to each region of the partition, we need to find the optimal beamforming
vector under the constraint to achieve the maximum average SNR with respect to the
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s.t. wHw = 1
GS is one possible method to find the optimal beamforming vector (4.9). However,
GS requires enormous computation load. Therefore, we propose a practical closed-
form primary eigenvector method to find the optimal beamforming vector for each
region in subsection 4.2.3.
Step 4: Iteration determination
Same to the Step 4 in 2.2.4.
4.2.3 Primary Eigenvector Method
In subsection 4.2.2, for step 3 of LA, a practical closed-form primary eigenvector method
is proposed as follows, to find the optimal vector for each region of the partition.
In regionH(j)k , to find optimal vectorw
(j+1)










s.t. wHw = 1


















The numerator on the right-hand side of (4.11) is the received data signal power at Node D,
and the denominator on the right-hand side of (4.11) is the rec iv d noise power at Node
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In a high SNR case, with a given beamforming vector for a givenregion, the simulation
shows that the average SNR performance difference, betweenth results calculated without
approximation and with the approximation in (4.12), is around0.1dB, which is negligible.







































Then the optimalw(j+1)k = w







Figure 4.1 shows the codebooks’ performance for a distributed relay system withM = 4
relays and the codebooks’ size isK = 8. Codebook from LA refers to the codebook
designed through the proposed LA with primary eigenvector method. Global search result
refers to the codebook designed through the LA with GS method, which is the optimal
codebook. The plot shows that the performance the LA with prima y eigenvector method
is very close to the optimal codebook performance and higherthan the random codebook
performance. Meanwhile, the computation load of the LA and primary eigenvector method
is feasible for online implementation.
Figure 4.2 shows the codebooks’ performance for the system with 8 relays and the
codebook size isK = 16. The result is very similar the case with4 relays, i.e. the
performance of the LA with primary eigenvector method codebook is very close to the
optimal LA with GS codebook.
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Equal power, no CSI
Equal power, perfect phase
Random codebook
GlobalSearch
Figure 4.1: Performance of 4 relays size 8 codebook
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Equal power, no CSI
Equal power, perfect phase
Random codebook
GlobalSearch
Figure 4.2: Performance of 8 relays size 16 codebook
,
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4.4 Brief Summary
This chapter proposes the LA method to design codebook for a distributed relay system
under total power constraint. In the step to update beamforming vector for each region,
the global search method or the primary eigenvector method can be applied. The LA with
primary eigenvector method can provide a performance very close to the optimal LA with
GS codebook, and at the same time it can be implemented with light computational load.
Chapter 5
Conclusion
This paper analyzes codebook design methods in distribution relay system. First, the paper
propose design methods for phase-only codebooks, optimal and suboptimal with-power-
control codebooks under individual relay power constraints. Second, the paper try to pro-
vide the insight of the relay location effect on power control gain. When the relays are
close to the destination node, with-power-control codebooks provide significant perfor-
mance improvement, however with the implement complexity tradeoff. The analysis also
demonstrates the power control gain is not related to the codb ok size. Third, the research
is extended to a distributed relay system under total power constraint. LA with primary
eigenvector method is proposed with implementable computation load.
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